
Discover the Joy and Meaning of Easter with
"Is For Easter"
A Poetic Journey Through the Heart of the Season

Step into the enchanting world of "Is For Easter," a captivating children's
book that brings the vibrant spirit of the Easter season to life. Join Kimber
Bowers on a magical journey as she paints a tapestry of words and
illustrations, weaving a tale that captures the essence of this cherished
holiday.
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A Symphony of Easter Symbols

Through lyrical verses and vibrant imagery, "Is For Easter" introduces
young readers to the iconic symbols of Easter, each representing a special
aspect of this beloved celebration:

A is for Altar, where we gather in remembrance.

B is for Bread, broken and shared in sacred communion.

C is for Candles, illuminating the darkness and guiding us toward
hope.
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D is for Dove, a symbol of peace and the Holy Spirit.

E is for Eggs, hidden treasures that remind us of new beginnings and
joy.

The True Meaning of Easter

Beyond the colorful eggs and playful bunnies, "Is For Easter" gently unfolds
the true meaning of this holy day. With heartfelt prose, Bowers weaves
timeless truths into the fabric of her story, revealing the significance of
Jesus's sacrifice and the triumph of his resurrection.

Each page whispers a message of hope, forgiveness, and eternal life,
planting seeds of faith that will blossom in the hearts of young readers.

A Treasure for Every Family

Whether you're searching for an enchanting bedtime story or a meaningful
way to introduce the significance of Easter to your children, "Is For Easter"
is a literary gem that will be treasured for years to come.

With its captivating verses, vibrant illustrations, and poignant message, this
book invites families to embrace the spirit of Easter together, fostering a
deeper understanding and appreciation of its profound meaning.

Free Download Your Copy Today

Join the countless families who have experienced the joy of "Is For Easter."
Free Download your copy today and embark on an Easter adventure that
will fill your home with love, laughter, and the true spirit of the season.

About the Author



Kimber Bowers is an accomplished writer, teacher, and mother of three.
Her passion for storytelling shines through in her children's books, which
are known for their warmth, gentle humor, and timeless lessons.

Inspired by her own childhood memories of Easter, Kimber created "Is For
Easter" as a way to share the joy and meaning of this special time with a
new generation of readers.

Testimonials

"Is For Easter is a masterpiece that captures the magic and spirit of the
Easter season. My children loved the beautiful illustrations and the
meaningful story." - Jennifer, mother of two

"This book is a wonderful resource for introducing children to the true
meaning of Easter. It's heartfelt, engaging, and sure to become a family
favorite." - Sarah, Sunday school teacher
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Bluewater Walkabout: Into the Pacific
An Unforgettable Adventure Awaits Prepare to embark on an
extraordinary journey that will transport you to the heart of the Pacific
Ocean....

Unlock the Secrets of Standardized Test
Success with Test Makers Favourite Words
Are you tired of struggling with standardized tests? Do you feel like you're
always hitting a wall when it comes to the vocabulary section? If so, then
you need Test Makers...
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